
Dear Kevin, ItGr, 
• .644 2/20/93 

I was able to get the student to come and copy the Sartor file. However, having 

been up since 12:3u a.m., I was taking a nap. But I'm Are a credit will be due you. 

In order not to delay getting this to you weoll go into the credit later. This being 

Saturday, and with the ice I'm not checking the mailbox often, not oely may the mail be gone 

by the time I can make the package, it would go to Baltimore. Experience indicates that is 

better avoided. So I'll send this in the mail that is picked up on Monday. 

I've juEt skimmed what was in the file that I've not looked at in years. I do not 

know whether it was in this order when I got it or if someone used it and left it that 

way but I do want to add to the page of my scribbled notes. I should say she copied it 

as it is. 

Some of the names no longee mean anything to me. Some are connected with the union. 

Or then were. 'Ike Wurf. He was not only not responsive when I 'wrote him he referred 

my letter to their stuffed chart of a lawyer, Zwerdling. And Zwerdling gave the corres- 

spondence to the FBI. It is in the released MURKIN file. This is to say that the self- 

important fink was playing ball with the FBI. Zerdling. I do not know about Wurf. 	• 

The Zwerdlings of the legal profession remind me of Shakespeare's wisdom about the 

lawyers. he siad "all" but there are a few like our Jim so I omit that word. 

If Ciampa was not from the union, sent to ilemphis, that is the name of the lawyer 

the union then had. I think Jim was with ma when I saw him and he was unhelpful and un-

willing to be helpful in any way. 

Chip and his Unsolved Mysteries crew were here yesterday. They'd interviewed in and 

Blakey. I think I may have anticipated what Blakey spouted off and if they use what I said 

he won't like me a bit more. 

Not that I want thin to! 

I do not recall the purposes for which I scrawled these cryptic notes. It may have 

been prior to speaking to Scudder, to ask her about. 

Flannery was then the name of a DJ lawyer later a judge. 

Chip said he'd heard the Sartor death was going to be reopened. If I remember what 

Scudder told me about it correctly, it was probably from his addition to drugs and alcohol. 

I do not recall that she had any questions about his death. 

I did misunderdtand what you'd said DeLoach said. My understanding surprised me be-

cause I knew very well that HQ had ordered the SAC in Atlanta to file an adfidvait denying 

there had been any black bag job. Was his name Hitt? 

Chip also told me that the Archives had released the one executive session they had 

withheld from me and that Jim has it, If he does, will you please ask him to have a copy 

of it xeroxed and to send me the bill? If you have not read it I am certain the real reason 

for withholding it was to protect Ford, not Redlich. 

If there is a special pixie for shemroAcks, pleas 	you 'nfluence to have ane visit us 
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Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21701 

February 12, 1993 

Dear Harold, 

Cartha Deloach did not admit to a black bag job on Ray's 
Atlanta room. I told you that he simply stated "not to my 
recollection". (Beware of wine before noon, Harold). 

Thank you for your offer of the Sartor file. Enclosed is a 
check for $40.00 to cover copying, mailing, and your 
Assistant's time. If it costs more, please advise; if it is 
less, perhaps you could include material on McFerrin. 

Concerning a previous matter, enclosed is a check for 
$150.00 for the generous quantity of books you sold me. As 
you know, this is a charitable donation I am making to the 
Assassination Archives and Research Center. They need a 
good supply of your published works. See the attached 
receipt itemizing books received. 

Best wishes. Give my warm regards to Li'. 

Sin erely, 

Kevin Walsh 

enclosed: 2 Checks 
1 receipt 


